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From the acclaimed author of the perennial favorite
Boundaries, Where to Draw the Line is a practical
guide to establishing and maintaining healthy
boundaries in many different situations. With every
encounter, we either demonstrate that we’ll protect
what we value or that we’ll give ourselves away.
Healthy boundaries preserve our integrity. Unlike
defenses, which isolate us from our true selves and
from those we love, boundaries filter out harm. This
book provides the tools and insights needed to
create boundaries so that we can allow time and
energy for the things that matter—and helps break
down limiting defenses that stunt personal growth.
Focusing on every facet of daily life—from friendships
and sexual relationships to dress and appearance to
money, food, and psychotherapy—Katherine presents
case studies highlighting the ways in which
individuals violate their own boundaries or let other
people breach them. Using real-life examples, from
self-sacrificing mothers to obsessive neat freaks, she
offers specific advice on making choices that
balance one’s own needs with the needs of others.
Boundaries are the unseen structures that support
healthy, productive lives. Where to Draw the Line
shows readers how to strengthen them and hold
them in place every day.
As two sets of memories tear at his mind, Jimmy
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Hudson goes into hiding and the X-Men try to help
their friend, but Daken has more lethal plans for
Jimmy.
Having clear boundaries is essential to a healthy,
balanced lifestyle. A boundary is a personal property
line that marks those things for which we are
responsible. In other words, boundaries define who
we are and who we are not. Boundaries impact all
areas of our lives: Physical boundaries help us
determine who may touch us and under what
circumstances -- Mental boundaries give us the
freedom to have our own thoughts and opinions -Emotional boundaries help us to deal with our own
emotions and disengage from the harmful,
manipulative emotions of others -- Spiritual
boundaries help us to distinguish God's will from our
own and give us renewed awe for our Creator -Often, Christians focus so much on being loving and
unselfish that they forget their own limits and
limitations. When confronted with their lack of
boundaries, they ask: - Can I set limits and still be a
loving person? - What are legitimate boundaries? What if someone is upset or hurt by my boundaries?
- How do I answer someone who wants my time,
love, energy, or money? - Aren't boundaries selfish?
- Why do I feel guilty or afraid when I consider
setting boundaries? Dr. Henry Cloud and Dr. John
Townsend offer biblically-based answers to these
and other tough questions, showing us how to set
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healthy boundaries with our parents, spouses,
children, friends, co-workers, and even ourselves.
With each right-hand page empty for your sketching
and drawing, each left-hand page of this book
provides instructions for drawing animals, people,
everyday objects, and more. Lambry breaks down
the process of drawing into a series of simple
shapes and lines, enabling you to recreate even
complex things in a few steps. -- adapted from
publisher info and perusal of book
Unlike the rest of the advanced industrialized world,
the United States does not have a national
healthcare system that guarantees that all residents
have access to medical services. Over the past
century a number of unsuccessful attempts have
been made to create and implement a unified,
coordinated healthcare system. Piecemeal progress
has been made, such as with the passage of
Medicare, Medicaid, and the Affordable Care Act.
However, the US still has the dubious distinction of
possessing the most expensive healthcare in the
world as well as health-related outcomes that are
shameful for a wealthy country, mostly due to the
number of people who lack decent care. The
continuing escalation in medical costs is also
threatening the financial stability of the nation. In his
first book, Rationing is Not a Four-Letter Word, Philip
M. Rosoff argued that the only way to control costs is
to impose rationing, and the only way to do so fairly
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is to have it apply to all. The key to rationing is how it
is accomplished. He outlined a general approach to
making rationing decisions that involved a
comprehensive explication of procedural fairness
and illustrated this with the real-life accepted system
of solid organ allocation for transplantation. In this
book, he discusses how to decide what should and
should not be covered in a generous benefits plan
for all. He considers a variety of ways this might be
done and concludes that the most just approach is to
utilize a transparent process in which experts and lay
people develop a consensus on what should be
covered by focusing on both clinical evidence of
need and the effective and appropriate means to
address those needs. He also considers the various
objections and impediments to this proposal and
concludes that they are obstacles that can be
successfully met.
Do you feel like your thoughts, ideas, and plans are
being suffocated by a constant onslaught of
information? Do you want to get those great ideas
out of your head, onto the whiteboard and into
everyone else’s heads, but find it hard to start? No
matter what level of sketching you think you have,
Presto Sketching will help you lift your game in visual
thinking and visual communication. In this practical
workbook, Ben Crothers provides loads of tips,
templates, and exercises that help you develop your
visual vocabulary and sketching skills to clearly
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express and communicate your ideas. Learn
techniques like product sketching, storyboarding,
journey mapping, and conceptual illustration. Dive
into how to use a visual metaphor (with a library of
101 visual metaphors), as well as tips for capturing
and sharing your sketches digitally, and developing
your own style. Designers, product managers,
trainers, and entrepreneurs will learn better ways to
explore problems, explain concepts, and come up
with well-defined ideas - and have fun doing it.
The #metoo movement has forced many fans to
consider what they should do when they learn that a
beloved artist has acted immorally. One natural
thought is that fans ought to give up the artworks of
immoral artists. In Why It’s OK to Enjoy the Work of
Immoral Artists, Mary Beth Willard argues for a more
nuanced view. Enjoying art is part of a well-lived life,
so we need good reasons to give it up. And it turns
out good reasons are hard to find. Willard shows that
it’s reasonable to believe that most boycotts of
artists won’t succeed, so most of the time there’s
no ethical reason to join in. Someone who manages
to separate the art from the artist isn’t making an
ethical mistake by buying and enjoying their art. She
then considers the ethical dimensions of canceling
artists and the so-called "cancel culture," arguing
that canceling is ethically risky because it
encourages moral grandstanding. Willard concludes
by arguing that the popular debate has overlooked
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the power of art to change our lives for the good. It’s
of course OK to decide to give up the artwork of
immoral artists, but – as Willard shows in this
provocative little volume – it’s OK to continue to
enjoy their art as well. Key Features Offers
accessible discussions of complicated philosophical
topics like aesthetic value, collective action
problems, and epistemic justice Provides a unique
perspective and underexplored argument on the
popular issue of cancellation Explores the role of
aesthetic value in our lives, including its relation to
our ethical decisions and our well being
Primary Composition Book/Notebook Grades K-2
Half Story Paper, Half Primary Ruled/Lined (With
Dotted Midline) Children can practice writing both
upper and lower case letters, forming short
sentences and sight words. The drawing area on
each page can help to develop hand eye
coordination, shapes and word/picture association.
Kids draw and write journals can sure come in
handy! They're ideal for almost any occasion
including: Birthday Gifts Kindergarten Graduation
Gifts Christmas Gifts or Stocking Stuffers Gifts For
Students From Teachers Gifts For Young
Grandchildren Student Appreciation Gift
Achievement Awards These Affordable Kindergarten
Write and Draw Journals can also be used as a
unique and beneficial activity for: Home School Kid's
Family Vacation/Travel Journal Dream Journals
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Children's Anxiety Journals Daily Diaries Rainy Day
Boredom Busters Summer Camp Journal Bible
Camp Journal
A four-step programme to help develop self-esteem,
create time to do the things that nourish and fulfil you,
discover a deep sense of calm, and achieve healthy
control over your life, home and work, co-written by
psychotherapist and relationship expert Jennie Miller and
award-winning journalist Victoria Lambert. The need to
understand where to draw the line has never been more
acute, with new online trends seeping quickly into our
consciousness often before we've had time to consider
what personal boundaries they might require. Covering
email etiquette, office politics, healthy parenting, dating
among the over 50s, oversharing, relationships and
more, there is no other book that deals effectively and
practically with the embryonic and ever-evolving
relationship codes of today. Discover how to set personal
boundaries in the most important aspects of your life:
from sleep to fitness, diet to social media and computer
usage, and build the self-confidence that results from
learning to care for yourself. Then you can progress to
applying that knowledge to all aspects of your life
including work, home and relationships. With
anonymised cases from Jennie's clinical practice,
Boundaries contains exercises, motivational quotes,
statistics, and clearly signposts when exactly you need to
bring in the boundaries.
How to Draw Continuous lines for beginners: Step by
Step Techniques is a fun tool that will help you learn to
draw. Continuous Lines that will lead to drawings. This
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simple guide provides, easy-to-follow example that make
it easy to start drawing continuous line fruits, flowers and
fun animals. Build confidence and encourage creativity
with more than 62 pages of examples, directions and
sketch paper.
How to Draw An Easy Scenery - Line Drawing- Art for
AllIn this book you can view reference of some Beautiful
Scenery Line Drawings for kids & beginner, draw & Color
the Birds as you like it.This book containing line art to
which people are intended to add color using crayons,
colored pencils, marker pens, paint or other artistic
media.Books are widely used in schooling for young
children for various reasons. For example, children are
often more interested in drawing books rather than using
other learning methods; pictures may also be more
memorable than simply words. Coloring may also
increase creativity in painting, according to some
research.Kids love to draw & color the picture with bright
color; this book will provide them right space to doing it.
So being as an artist, I want to share some art to the
students and the art lovers. If viewers get benefit by
viewing this book I will be highly obliged.
How to Draw Exotic Cars was designed for artists with a
variety of talents who love exotic cars. This book is for
kids or "kids at heart" from ages 10 to 100. If you are a
beginner or have previous experience this book can help
teach you how to start drawing like a pro or enhance
your current skills.
This book solves a long-standing problem in computer
vision, the interpretation of line drawings and, in doing so
answers many of the concerns raised by this problem,
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particularly with regard to errors in the placement of lines
and vertices in the images. Sugihara presents a
computational mechanism that functionally mimics
human perception in being able to generate threedimensional descriptions of objects from two-dimensional
line drawings. The objects considered are polyhedrons
or solid objects bounded by planar faces, and the line
drawings are single-view pictures of these objects.
Sugihara's mechanism has several potential
applications. It can facilitate man-machine
communication by extracting object structures
automatically from pictures drawn by a designer, which
can be particularly useful in the computer-aided design
of geometric objects, such as mechanical parts and
buildings. It can also be used in the intermediate stage of
computer vision systems used to obtain and analyze
images in the outside world. The computational
mechanism itself is not accompanied by a large
database but is composed of several simple procedures
based on linear algebra and combinatorial theory.
Contents:Introduction. Candidates for Spatial
Interpretation. Discrimination between Correct and
Incorrect Pictures. Correctness of HiddenPart-Drawn
Pictures. Algebraic Structures of Line Drawings.
Combinatorial Structures of Line Drawings. Overcoming
Superstrictness. Algorithmic Aspects of Generic
Reconstructibility. Specification of Unique Shapes.
Recovery of Shape from Surface Information.
Polyhedrons and Rigidity. Kokichi Sugihara is Professor
in the Department of Mathematical Engineering and
instrumentation Physics, Faculty of Engineering, the
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University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan. Machine
interpretation of Line Drawingsis included in The MIT
Press Series in Artificial Intelligence, edited by Patrick
Henry Winston and Michael Brady.
Featuring 600+ sketches depicting a vast array of
beautiful botanicals, floral forms, plant structures, and
more, Draw Like an Artist: 100 Flowers and Plants is a
must-have visual reference book for student artists,
botanical illustrators, urban sketchers, and anyone
seeking to improve their realistic drawing skills. Designed
as a contemporary, step-by-stepguidebook for artists
who are learning to draw botanical forms, Draw Like An
Artist: 100 Flowers and Plants features an inclusive array
of florals, ferns, succulents, and more, all shown from a
variety of perspectives. Each set of illustrations takes
you from beginning sketch lines to a finished drawing.
Author Melissa Washburn is a skilled illustrator whose
clear and elegant drawing style will make this a go-to
sourcebook for years to come.
Computer Graphics from Scratch demystifies the
algorithms used in modern graphics software and guides
beginners through building photorealistic 3D renders.
Computer graphics programming books are often mathheavy and intimidating for newcomers. Not this one.
Computer Graphics from Scratch takes a simpler
approach by keeping the math to a minimum and
focusing on only one aspect of computer graphics, 3D
rendering. You’ll build two complete, fully functional
renderers: a raytracer, which simulates rays of light as
they bounce off objects, and a rasterizer, which converts
3D models into 2D pixels. As you progress you’ll learn
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how to create realistic reflections and shadows, and how
to render a scene from any point of view. Pseudocode
examples throughout make it easy to write your
renderers in any language, and links to live JavaScript
demos of each algorithm invite you to explore further on
your own. Learn how to: • Use perspective projection to
draw 3D objects on a 2D plane • Simulate the way rays
of light interact with surfaces • Add mirror-like reflections
and cast shadows to objects • Render a scene from any
camera position using clipping planes • Use flat,
Gouraud, and Phong shading to mimic real surface
lighting • Paint texture details onto basic shapes to
create realistic-looking objects Whether you’re an
aspiring graphics engineer or a novice programmer
curious about how graphics algorithms work, Gabriel
Gambetta’s simple, clear explanations will quickly put
computer graphics concepts and rendering techniques
within your reach. All you need is basic coding
knowledge and high school math. Computer Graphics
from Scratch will cover the rest.
Can we still watch Woody Allen's movies? Can we still
laugh at Bill Cosby's jokes? Woody Allen, Kevin Spacey,
Dave Chappelle, Louis C. K., J.K. Rowling, Michael
Jackson, Roseanne Barr. Recent years have proven rife
with revelations about the misdeeds, objectional views,
and, in some instances, crimes of popular artists.
Spurred in part by the #metoo movement, and given
more access than ever thanks to social media and the
internet in general, the public has turned an alert and
critical eye upon the once-hidden lives of previously
cherished entertainers. But what should we members of
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the public do, think, and feel in response to these artists'
actions or statements? It's a predicament that many of
us face: whether it's possible to disentangle the deeply
unsettled feelings we have toward an artist from how we
respond to the art they produced. As consumers of art,
and especially as fans, we have a host of tricky moral
question to navigate: do the moral lives of artists affect
the aesthetic quality of their work? Is it morally
permissible for us to engage with or enjoy that work?
Should immoral artists and their work be canceled? Most
of all, can we separate an artist from their art? In
Drawing the Line, Erich Hatala Matthes employs the
tools of philosophy to offer insight and clarity to the
ethical questions that dog us. He argues that it doesn't
matter whether we can separate the art from the artist,
because we shouldn't. While some dismiss the lives of
artists as if they are irrelevant to the artist's work, and
others instrumentalize artwork, treating it as nothing
more than a political tool, Matthes argues both that the
lives of artists can play an important role in shaping our
moral and aesthetic relationship to the artworks that we
love and that these same artworks offer us powerful
resources for grappling with the immorality of their
creators. Rather than shunning art made by those who
have been canceled, shamed, called out, or even
arrested, we should engage with it all the more
thoughtfully and learn from the complexity it forces us to
confront. Recognizing the moral and aesthetic
relationships between art and artist is crucial to
determining when and where we should draw the line
when good artists do bad things.
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From the artist behind the popular Pigeon Letters
website, an easy, no-skills-necessary guide to
drawing flowers, leaves, and cacti with 200 step-bystep prompts. Line drawing is an easy-to-master art
form featuring illustrative, doodle-like designs. It's
used widely among artists of many types with both
fine and bold lines, creating different variations.
Botanical Line Drawing teaches you how to start with
the simplest doodles, building into more elaborate,
delicate illustrations. This book focuses on the
extremely popular subject matter of the natural world
and includes flowers, leaves, succulents,
houseplants, trees, branches, mushrooms, and
more. These simple line drawings will allow you to
branch out and have fun with your own personal
style, as well as inspire you to add flourishes to other
projects.
Draw the LineSimon and Schuster
& All Windows programmers developing applications
that deal with graphics, monitors, or printers need to
use GDI+. & & There is little documentation available
on GDI+. There are only two books on the market,
and they are both introductory. & & The author uses
real world examples and extensive sample code.
Featuring 600+ sketches depicting a vast array of
human expressions, movements, and more, Draw
Like an Artist: 100 Faces and Figures is a must-have
visual reference book for student artists, illustrators,
cartoonists, urban sketchers, and anyone seeking to
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improve their realistic drawing skills. Designed as a
contemporary, step-by-stepguidebook for artists who
are learning to draw the human form, Draw Like An
Artist: 100 Faces and Figures features an inclusive
array of faces, figures, and poses, all shown from a
variety of perspectives. Each set of illustrations takes
you from beginning sketch lines to a finished
drawing. Author Chris Legaspi is a leading figure
illustrator and popular workshop instructor whose
clear and elegant drawing style will make this a go-to
sourcebook for years to come.
After a hate crime occurs in his small Texas town,
Adrian Piper must discover his own power, decide
how to use it, and know where to draw the line in this
“powerful debut” novel (Publishers Weekly, starred
review) exquisitely illustrated by the author. Adrian
Piper is used to blending into the background. He
may be a talented artist, a sci-fi geek, and gay, but at
his Texas high school those traits would only bring
him the worst kind of attention. In fact, the only place
he feels free to express himself is at his drawing
table, crafting a secret world through his own
Renaissance-art-inspired superhero, Graphite. But in
real life, when a shocking hate crime flips his world
upside down, Adrian must decide what kind of
person he wants to be. Maybe it’s time to not be so
invisible after all—no matter how dangerous the risk.
Draw the Line is a powerful picture book about
forgiveness from Kathryn Otoshi, author of the
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bestselling book One. When two boys draw their
own lines and realize they can connect them
together—magic happens! But a misstep causes their
lines to get crossed. Push! Pull! Tug! Yank! Soon
their line unravels into an angry tug-of-war. With a
growing rift between them, will the boys ever find a
way to come together again? Acclaimed
author/illustrator Kathryn Otoshi uses black and
white illustrations with thoughtful splashes of color to
create a powerful, multi-layered statement about
friendship, boundaries, and healing after conflict. A
Kirkus Reviews Best Picture Book of 2017
From flags to flowers and still lifes to landscapes, the
sets of activities in three complete art programs build
on each other to introduce essential art principles,
including how to use line, color, shape, and pattern;
how to recognize and create perspective and space;
how to use these principles to create complete still
lifes and landscapes; how to work in watercolors, oil
pastels, and mixed media; and how to enjoy making
art regardless of the outcome!
Coloring books became a thing when adults
discovered how relaxing and meditative they were.
Jigsaw puzzles roared back into popularity as an
immersive activity, not to mention a great alternative
to television. How exciting is it, then, to introduce an
activity that tops them both: reverse coloring, which
not only confers the mindful benefits of coloring and
puzzling but energizes you to feel truly creative,
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even when you're weary and just want to zone out.
It's so simple, yet so profoundly satisfying. Each
page in The Reverse Coloring Book has the colors,
and you draw the lines. Created by the artist Kendra
Norton, these beautiful and whimsical watercolors
provide a gentle visual guide so open-ended that the
possibilities are limitless. Trace the shapes, draw in
figures, doodle, shade, cover an area with dots. Be
realistic, with a plan, or simply let your imagination
drift, as if looking a clouds in the sky. Each page is
an invitation to slow down, let go, and thoughtfully
(or thoughtlessly) let your pen find its way over the
image. The Reverse Coloring Book includes 50
original works of art, printed on sturdy paper that's
single-sided and perforated. And unlike with
traditional coloring books, all you need is a pen.
Scalable Vector Graphics -- or SVG -- is the new XML-based
graphics standard from the W3C that will enable Web
documents to be smaller, faster and more interactive. J.
David Eisenberg's insightful book takes you through the ins
and outs of SVG, beginning with basics needed to create
simple line drawings and then moving through more
complicated features like filters, transformations, and
integration with Java, Perl, and XSLT.Unlike GIFs, JPEGs or
PNGs (which are bitmapped), SVG images are both
resolution- and device-independent, so that they can scale up
or down to fit proportionally into any size display or any
Internet device -- from PDAs to large office monitors and highresolution printers. Smaller than bitmapped files and faster to
download, SVG images can be rendered with different CSS
styles for each environment. They work well across a range of
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available bandwidths.SVG makes it possible for designers to
escape the constant need to update graphics by hand or use
custom code to generate bitmap images. And while SVG was
created with the Web in mind, the language has a variety of
other uses. SVG greatly simplifies tasks like: Creating web
sites whose graphics reflect the content of the page,
changing automatically if the content changes Generating
graphs and charts from information stored in a wide variety of
sources Exchanging detailed drawings, from architectural
plans to CAD layouts to project management diagrams
Creating diagrams that users can explore by zooming in and
panning around Generating bitmap images for use in older
browsers using simple automatable templates Managing
graphics that support multiple languages or translations
Creating complex animation By focusing sharply on the
markup at the foundation of SVG, SVG Essentials gives you
a solid base on which to create your own custom tools.
Explanations of key technical tools -- like XML, matrix math,
and scripting -- are included as appendices, along with a
reference to the SVG vocabulary.Whether you're a graphic
designer in search of new tools or a programmer dealing with
the complex task of creating and managing graphics, SVG
Essentials provides you with the means to take advantage of
SVG.
By arming public school educators with the legal knowledge
they need to navigate the increasingly tricky ethical problems
of the classroom, Knowing Where to Draw the Line: Ethical
and Legal Standards for Best Classroom Practice is a crucial
guide for teacher education programs, as well as veterans of
the field.
One of those rare books that can change the reader's view of
our position in the world and within the animal kingdom,
Unlocking the Cage is a landmark both in its scientific insight
and in its challenge to the law. As Steven Wise continues his
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exploration of animal cognition along the evolutionary
spectrum--from apes to dolphins, parrots, elephants, dogs,
and even honeybees--he finds astonishing answers to the big
question in animal rights today: Where do we draw the line?
The law has firm criteria for personhood and Wise shows how
certain non-human animals meet those criteria.Readers will
be enthralled as they follow Wise's firsthand investigations of
the work of the world's most famous animal experts: in Kenya
with Cynthia Moss and the touchingly affectionate elephant
families of Amboseli, in the mountains of Uganda with
Richard Wrangham and the chimpanzees of the Kibale
Forest, at MIT with Irene Pepperberg and her amazing and
witty gray parrot, Alex, and in the California sanctuary where
Penny Paterson has spent two decades learning about the
skills and vivid personality of Koko the gorilla. In many cases,
Wise was even able to sustain an extended conversation with
these extraordinary creatures. Steven Wise is the world's
foremost expert on the legal rights of animals and has
devoted his life to litigating, writing, and working on their
behalf. No one with a shred of curiosity about animals, about
rights, or about justice will want to miss this book.A Merloyd
Lawrence Book
Perfect for artists, crafters, illustrators, cartoonists, comic
artists, designers, and doodlers, this book offers inspiration,
hints and tips to draw anything that swims!
Learn to draw in 30 days with Emmy award-winning PBS host
Mark Kistler Drawing is an acquired skill, not a talent--anyone
can learn to draw! All you need is a pencil, a piece of paper,
and the willingness to tap into your hidden artistic abilities.
With Emmy award-winning, longtime PBS host Mark Kistler
as your guide, you'll learn the secrets of sophisticated threedimensional renderings, and have fun along the way--in just
20 minutes a day for a month. Inside you'll find: Quick and
easy step-by-step instructions for drawing everything from
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simple spheres to apples, trees, buildings, and the human
hand and face More than 500 line drawings, illustrating each
step Time-tested tips, techniques, and tutorials for drawing in
3-D The 9 Fundamental Laws of Drawing to create the illusion
of depth in any drawing 75 student examples to help gauge
your own progress
Follow these simple, clear steps to draw in perspective
Drawing in perspective is easy once you know the rules.
Everything is based on logic and precision, but if you stick to
the basics, it can be super simple. You don’t need as much
talent as simply doing it according to the laws of math. In this
book, I’ll show you some basic techniques for beginners that
will help you understand the concept of drawing in
perspective. I’ve taught these classes to dozens of students,
and if you do it step by step, you’ll get the desired results.
Basic overview: The frog’s first point perspective. The bird’s
first point perspective. The frog’s two point perspective. The
bird’s two point perspective. The frog’s three point
perspective. The bird’s three point perspective. All these
techniques will be explained in easy-to-follow steps with more
than 70 images as examples. I made sure not to skip
important steps and provided plenty of drawings in this book,
so you can learn it as well. So don’t wait and dive into the
step-by-step process of drawing in perspective!
Are you feeling fed up with the current political landscape?
Over 100 amazing comic artists show you unique actions any
one of us can take turn things around. A To Do list for
changing the world. Artists share their passion and
commitment to make things better in this fun and engaging
collection. From simple ideas like signing a petition or going
on a march, to more imaginative ones like becoming a 'raging
granny' (old ladies who use their innocuous looks to gain
entry into places like board meetings or arms fairs, and then
create havoc). Many things can be done immediately, with
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little or no money at all. Others require a bit more planning.
But all of them are steps that anyone can take if they want to
enact change.
How to Draw Continuous lines for kids: Step by Step
Techniques is a fun tool that will help kids learn to draw
Continuous Lines that will lead to drawings. This simple guide
provides, easy-to-follow example that make it easy for kids to
start drawing continuous line faces, flowers and fun animals.
Build confidence and encourage creativity with more than 70
pages of examples, directions and sketch paper.

Looks at the basic techniques of drawing people,
covering proportion, perspective, and composition,
along with step-by-step instructions for drawing
specific body parts.
What does it take to build powerful, positive beliefs
and pass them on to your children? Parents face a
multitude of challenges to do this in today's shifting
moral climate. It's Time to Draw the Line! shows
parents how to increase their influence and connect
with their children, even in the face of a persistent,
pervasive, and often perverse media onslaught.
Richard L. Hudson has written this book for parents
who want to teach their children values and
character to set them up for life. It's Time to Draw the
Line! draws on Rich's more than two decade study of
beliefs and his 15 years of coaching CEOs and
Managing Directors around the world. Just as he
taught executives to "invest" in powerful beliefs, Rich
shows parents simple, direct steps to begin drawing
lines to build beliefs, values, and character to pass
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on to their children. One of the Founding Fathers,
John Adams, said that the foundation of the nation is
national morality and that this foundation is laid down
in the family. National morality-the public and private
virtue-is what Rich says is our true national treasure.
Parents can only give away what they own, and It's
Time to Draw the Line! provides parents a way to
build a portfolio of powerful beliefs to pass on to their
children-The Ultimate Legacy(tm).
Nearly 200 plates from the master teacher's famous
19th-century drawing course comprise drawings of
casts, chiefly from antiquity; lithographs in the style
of drawings by Renaissance and modern masters;
and male nudes. This affordable volume constitutes
an essential guide for professional artists, students,
art historians, and collectors.
Featuring more than 600 sketches depicting a vast
array of fantastic beasts and beings, Draw Like an
Artist: 100 Fantasy Creatures and Characters is a
must-have visual reference for student and aspiring
artists, illustrators, and animators for fantasy,
gaming, and augmented or virtual reality—anyone
who’s seeking to improve their realistic drawing
skills and create compelling mythological marvels.
This contemporary step-by-step guidebook
demonstrates fundamental art concepts like
proportion, anatomy, and spatial relationships as you
learn to draw a full range of amazing life
forms—including unicorns, mermaids, dragons,
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vampires, and zombies—all shown from a variety of
perspectives. Each set of illustrations takes you from
beginning sketch lines to a finished drawing. Author
Brynn Metheney’s classic drawing style will make
this a go-to sourcebook for years to come. Learn
how to: Establish basic shapes and symmetry
Articulate lines for body shapes, forms, and shading
Add defining details Draw Like an Artist: 100 Fantasy
Creatures and Characters is a library essential for
any artist who’s interested in learning how to draw
these richly imagined and visually and culturally
influential legendary beings. The books in the Draw
Like an Artist series are richly visual references for
learning how to draw classic subjects realistically
through hundreds of step-by-step images created by
expert artists and illustrators.
MuMu is not quite MuMu today. But with enough
good cheer and fun, can her best friend Lox put
things right?
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